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2Abstract
Comparing the functional gene composition of soils at opposite extremes of environmental
gradients may allow testing of hypotheses about community and ecosystem function. Here, we
were interested in comparing how tropical microbial ecosystems differ from those of polar
climates. We sampled several sites in the equatorial rainforest of Malaysia and Brunei, and the
high Arctic of Svalbard, Canada and Greenland, comparing the composition and the functional
attributes of soil biota between the two extremes of latitude, using shotgun metagenomic
Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing. Based upon ‘classical’ views of how tropical and higher
latitude ecosystems differ, we made a series of predictions as to how various gene function
categories would differ in relative abundance between tropical and polar environments. Results
showed that in some respects our predictions were correct: the polar samples had higher relative
abundance of dormancy related genes, and lower relative abundance of genes associated with
respiration, and with metabolism of aromatic compounds. The network complexity of the
Arctic was also lower than the tropics. However, in various other respects the pattern was not
as predicted: there were no differences in relative abundance of stress response genes, nor in
genes associated with secondary metabolism. Conversely, CRISPR genes, phage-related genes,
and virulence disease and defense genes, were unexpectedly more abundant in the Arctic,
suggesting more intense biotic interaction. Also, eukaryote diversity and bacterial diversity
were higher in the Arctic of Svalbard compared to tropical Brunei, which is consistent with
what may expected from amplicon studies in terms of the higher pH of the Svalbard soil. Our
results in some respects confirm expectations of how tropical versus polar nature may differ,
and in other respects challenge them.
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31. Introduction
Biologists have long been fascinated by the differences between tropical ecosystems and those
of higher latitudes. There is a striking gradient in biological diversity in many groups of
organisms [1-4], and tropical life forms have often been reported to be more colorful [5, 6],
better defended [7], yet more often attacked by predators and parasites, and entering into more
subtle and specific interactions with other organisms [6, 8-10]. It is suggested that the almost
constant climate and the very high productivity of the equatorial tropics result in very stable
populations and highly predictable interactions [6, 11, 12]. Certain studies have supported the
classical view of how the tropics differ from the high latitudes, concluding that predation,
herbivory and mutualism are indeed higher at low latitudes [8, 10]. However, many other
studies on these have found the opposite pattern, for example Anderson et al. [13] found that
brood parasitism of the Grey Warbler varied positively with latitude in New Zealand. Others
found no significant latitudinal difference, for example Garcia et al. [14] found that seed
predation in Juniperus communis did not vary among different regions in Europe. Moles and
Ollerton [6] have suggested that for the most part, the classical view of latitudinal differences
in niche, community and ecosystem structure is a ‘zombie idea’, already essentially dead due
to an abundance of contrary evidence but continuing to ‘feed on the brains’ of ecologists.
Adding to the uncertainty, there are other aspects of high and low latitude ecology that have
not yet been properly compared with respect to classical hypotheses of low and high latitude
differences. These include the functional metagenome structure of soil biota, which reflects the
totality of the genetic capabilities of the soil organisms present. This is a major gap in
understanding, as soil biota represent a major proportion of the Earth’s living biomass [15],
and perhaps the majority of its biological diversity [16].
4Most previous studies that have compared soil biota latitudinally have focused on the taxonomy
and phylogeny of soil microbial community [17]. There have been few studies of trends in soil
metagenomes between different climates and biomes. One previous metagenome study by
Tripathi et al. [18] has investigated how the taxonomic and functional characteristics of the soil
microbial community differ along a precipitation gradient in Israel, finding a distinct taxonomic
and functional microbial community in each precipitation zone. Along the gradient towards
greater aridity, there was a decrease in annotated gene functional diversity, with lower
abundance of genes related to nutrient cycling such as nitrogen, potassium and sulfur
metabolism and higher abundance of genes related to dormancy and sporulation in the driest
desert environments. On the basis of lower abundances of genes relating to cell-cell interactions,
Tripathi et al. suggested more limited biotic interaction in the most arid environments. In an
earlier, pioneering study of metagenomes from different parts of the world, Fierer et al. [19]
found several differences in the structure and function of soil microbiome from a range of
different biomes around the world – including various desert and non-desert biomes. They
noted that Antarctic polar desert soils had the lowest protein functional diversity of those they
sampled, based on gene annotations. Fierer et al. [19] also found lower abundances of antibiotic
resistance genes in desert soils (including polar desert) compared to non-desert biomes, which
they took as an indicator of the decreased selective importance of biotic interactions in desert
environments. They also noted that desert environments generally had lower frequencies of
genes related to metabolism of aromatic compounds – which they suggested as being due to
the lower abundance of plant material. However, in Fierer et al’s [19] study there was not a
focus in comparing the extremes of polar versus equatorial environments. While incorporating
samples from multiple biomes (boreal, temperate, steppe, warm desert and polar desert), at the
extremes of latitude it was based on only one sample from a tropical equatorial environment,
and six samples from Antarctic polar desert.
5Here, we decided to focus on how the functional characteristics of the soil biota vary between
tropical and polar soils, in relation to certain general expectations as to how a tropical
ecosystem will differ from a higher latitude one. Comparing two extremes of the range of land
environments may more clearly reveal the functional gene differences that tend to be associated
with latitudinal differences in climate conditions. Understanding such details of functional gene
differences may reveal underlying differences in ecosystem functionality between the tropical
and polar regions – differences which would potentially have a range of effects on community
structuring, biogeochemical processes, evolution of organisms, and species diversity. Amongst
the microbial soil biota, most of the same high level taxa (family level and above) are found in
tropical and high latitude/boreal/arctic zones, with much overlap at genus level, and a smaller
proportion of overlap at the ‘species’/OTU level [20, 21]. At the broad taxonomic level, the
differences are mainly in terms of relative abundances, rather than presence/absence. Although
the ultimate reasons are of course hard to discern, we assume that in the realm of soil microbial
life, very large differences in climate are not as great a functional challenge as they would be
for more complex large organisms, and thus relatively few gene changes might allow members
of the same microbial taxon – the same genus or even species - to occur in both environments.
For example, coping with freezing of tissues may not be too great a barrier for evolutionary
adaptation by a relatively simple single-celled organism, but much less likely for a large
organism to arrive at by microevolution involving a few gene changes. Differences in relative
abundance of the same taxa between the tropical and polar environments might well relate to
either differences in the availability of the types of resources that they exploit, the relative
abundance of the type of chemical or physical soil microsite in which they tend to occur, or
their relative competitive effectiveness under the altered conditions which may narrow down
their realized niche and reduce their abundance.
6In this study, we chose multiple sites at the extremes of the latitudinal gradient: equatorial
rainforest (Brunei and Malaysia) and polar sites (high Arctic tundra in Svalbard, Cambridge
Bay in Canada and Zackenberg in Greenland). Most of what is so far known about the detailed
composition of tropical and arctic soil biota is from amplicon sequencing of bacterial [22] and
fungal [23] rRNA genes, which are used as an indicator of taxonomic identity. Focusing on
these ‘barcoding’ genes provides no direct indication of genomic functional characteristics:
functional differences can only be inferred indirectly from the capabilities of known relatives
which have been cultured and studied. In the phenomenally high diversity of soil, most OTUs
of microbes have never been cultured, and between closely related OTUs (or even within an
OTU) there may be major functional differences in certain key genes (e.g. between litter
decomposing and pathogenic forms (Sawana et al 2014) of Burkholderia). If the aim is to
deduce the importance of particular functions, and if the resources required for sequencing
metagenomes are available, it seems better look for each of these genes directly. Hence, our
intention here was to assess the whole metagenome, on the premise that by including the full
range of functional genes, it would offer greater insight to the similarities and differences
between community and ecosystem functioning of tropical and polar terrestrial environments,
which might also ultimately turn out to have implications for understanding evolutionary
history and diversity of larger organisms. (REF: Sawana A, Adeolu M, Gupta RS (2014).
"Molecular signatures and phylogenomic analysis of the genus Burkholderia: proposal for
division of this genus into the emended genus Burkholderia containing pathogenic organisms
and a new genus Paraburkholderia gen. nov. harboring environmental species". Front Genet. 5:
429. doi:10.3389/fgene.2014.00429.)
Drawing broadly on the tradition of comparing tropical and high latitude biology in work cited
above [6], we made the following general predictions about how the community composition
7and functional ecology of soil biota would differ between the equatorial tropics and the high
Arctic:
1) Greater diversity of taxa and gene functions in the tropics. In the tropics, the greater
taxonomic diversity of plants, insects and vertebrates may be expected to result in a greater
range of materials for decomposition, and a greater range of chemical and physical properties
of materials (for example a greater range of secondary compounds, from the wide range of
plant taxa contributing to the soil organic matter) [24-29]. This would be expected to result in
a greater diversity of microscopic organisms – bacteria, eukaryotes archaea in tropical samples
as well as greater richness of gene functions. Fierer et al. [19] noted that in their global survey,
polar desert metagenomes had a lower taxonomic diversity than the other biomes they sampled,
although Tripathi et al. [18] did not find such a trend in their survey along a precipitation
gradient into hot desert.
Also, in the tropics it is to be expected (in the traditions of thinking outlined above [6]) that the
very constant climate conditions and primary production allow close co-evolution of soil taxa
in terms of mutualism, interference competition, predation and disease (see hypothesis 5
below). This may be expected to bring about a greater diversity of additional sets of genes
which further add to the overall functional diversity - for example, antibiotic related genes, and
virulence related genes related to specific positive and negative interactions. This general
pattern is also foreshadowed by the findings of Tripathi et al. [18] and Fierer et al. [19] of lower
functional diversity in more extreme environments.
2) Genes for dormancy will be more common in polar environments. To escape extreme and
fluctuating environmental conditions in polar regions, which are often inimical to growth and
survival of active cells, we hypothesize that many members of soil microbial communities will
enter dormant states until they encounter supportive conditions of active life [30]. In the moist
8equatorial tropics, by contrast, the active growing season is year-round, with temperature and
moisture conditions on the rainforest floor nearly always favourable for growth – thus we
expected a lower abundance of genes associated with dormancy in the equatorial tropics.
3) Stress response genes will be more common in polar environments. We expected stress
response genes to be more common in polar regions, because polar soil organisms are exposed
to many intense environmental stresses including extreme cold and freeze-drying, prolonged
low temperatures close to freezing, daily freeze-thaw cycles, and prolonged sunlight exposure
at the soil surface during summer [31]. None of these factors can be expected to influence the
soil biota under closed tropical equatorial rainforest, where light levels are very low and
temperatures almost constant. However, paradoxically no such trend was seen by Tripathi et al.
(REF) along a precipitation gradient into hot desert,
4) Genes associated with replication and cell division more common in the equatorial tropics.
We hypothesized that in the tropical rainforest environment, in moist warm soils under low
exposure to UV light beneath the forest canopy - physiological conditions that are almost
constantly favourable for rapid growth and cell division [32] - would lead to a greater relative
abundance of genes involved in growth/cell division.
5) Genes associated with viruses and anti-virus defenses more common in the equatorial
tropics. Population, community and ecosystem ecology has long emphasized the view that in
the equatorial tropics - with constant host populations and year round biological activity -
parasite and disease populations will build up and play a greater role in controlling host
populations [12]. This paradigm also relates to the general thinking of ecologists on plant
herbivory and defenses [7, 11]. In polar environments, by contrast, there will be frequent
population crashes and recovery phases due to seasonal and shorter term environmental
fluctuations, and extended periods of host dormancy making them unavailable as hosts. We
9expected that pathogens/predators of bacteria (and other microbes) such as viruses, and virus-
like elements, would be more abundant as a part of the soil metagenome in a tropical
environment. We also expected that anti-virus defenses, such as CRISPR elements [33] would
be relatively more abundant in the tropical metagenome, due to heavier selection pressure to
resist cell invasion by viruses.
6) Genes associated with metabolism of aromatic compounds will be relatively more abundant
in the equatorial tropics. There is a widespread and long-standing view that secondary
compounds, including aromatic compounds, are more abundant in the equatorial tropics than
in higher latitude environments [7, 34]. This is because in the tropics, stable growth conditions
resulting from year round biological activity, near constant temperatures and moisture
availability results in higher plant biomass and diversity [35]. Additionally, the supply of lignin
– also based on aromatic subunits [36] – to the soil is far greater in an environment dominated
by evergreen woody plants with tough long-lived leaves and lignified roots. Thus, we expected
that genes dealing with these compounds would be relatively more abundant in the tropics.
Fierer et al. [19] noted in their global survey that generally, these genes were less common in
desert environments than non-desert environments, and Tripathi et al. [18] found the same trend.
7) Genes associated with secondary metabolism more common in the equatorial tropics. Going
by the ‘classical’ view of stronger plant defenses in the tropics [7, 34], we hypothesized that
because of the abundance of well-defended plant biomass in the tropics, compared to the sparse
or non-existent layer of plant litter and root mass in polar regions, there should be greater
exposure to secondary metabolites in general, in a tropical soil. This should select more
strongly for genes to break down these metabolites in the tropics.
Additionally, in the more stable conditions of the tropics, interference competition between
microbes in the soil should be more common and intense (as suggested by Schlesinger and
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Andrews [37]), and we expected that secondary metabolites produced by soil microbes would
be more diverse and abundant – leading to greater relative abundance of genes for synthesizing
or breaking down these substances. To some extent this category overlaps with 9) (see below),
but category 9 only deals with ‘known’ antibiotics, whereas this may encompass a much
broader range of compounds.
8) Greater abundance of genes associated with respiration in the equatorial tropics. Studies
confirm that soil respiration rate is greater in warmer climates [38] . We hypothesized that in
the much warmer equatorial tropics, where the conditions favor much more rapid growth of
soil microbial communities [37], genes for respiratory processes should play a larger role as a
proportion of the metagenome – for example with multiple copies of genes that synthesize
enzymes associated with respiration.
9) Antibiotic resistance genes more common in the equatorial tropics. If interference
competition among microbes is more important in the more stable environment of the
equatorial tropics [34, 37], there should be a greater role of antibiotic production and greater
selection for genes for antibiotic resistance. We hypothesized that known antibiotic resistance
genes (as identified in the public server Metagenomic Rapid Annotations using Subsystems
Technology ‘MG-RAST’) would be more common in the tropics than polar environments, due
to their greater frequency of usage in competition by both fungi and bacteria. In accordance
with this, Fierer et al. [19] found that these genes were less common in desert compared to
non-desert environments. However by contrast Tripathi et al. [18] found that these genes did
not differ in abundance along a precipitation gradient in Israel.
10) Greater abundance of genes associated with virulence/disease and defense in the tropics.
One of the major groups of genes distinguished by MG-RAST, this category is based upon
genes known to enhance pathogenicity in microbes infecting animal and plant hosts. However,
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this category is also known to be abundant in soil bacteria [39], most of which do not infect
multicellular hosts. It is thought that these genes play an important part in inter-species
interaction in soil, much of it in terms of defense against grazing or competition by protozoa
or fungi [39]. On this basis, we hypothesized that the more stable environment of the equatorial
tropics, with a lack of dormancy and the persistence of populations at relatively stable levels,
would give more predictable co-occurrence of antagonistic species within the soil, leading to
greater selection for carrying this category of genes in tropical compared to polar environments.
11) There will be greater connectedness in the equatorial tropics. A prevalent theme in
descriptions of tropical biology is the intensity with which distinct species are linked by
interactions in terms of mutualism, parasitism or predation [11, 12, 34]. This is explained in
terms of the predictable co-occurrence and availability to participate in the interaction of
distinct species, due to relatively constant climate and lack of a dormant season. The lack of a
need to expend energy on physiological regulation in extreme conditions may also leave excess
energy and resources which can allow these links to be maintained. Thus, network analysis is
a tool providing an additional perspective on the soil ecosystem, including measures of the
interactions between different taxa, and between particular taxa and particular gene functions
[40-42]. In previous studies, network analyses have been used to identify the key connections
between organisms under the different land use types [43, 44]. Continuing in this vein, we
hypothesized that there would be evidence of greater linkage or connectedness in tropical
metagenomes than polar ones. Connectedness in metagenomes measures the predictability of
co-occurrence of sets of taxa in replicate samples. The more often taxa are found together, the
higher the connectedness [44].
2. Materials and Methods
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2.1. Study sites
This study was conducted in two regions, located at two extremes of latitude: tropical equatorial
rainforest and high Arctic (Fig. S1, Table S1):
Tropical Sites: Borneo and Malay Peninsula. Tropical soil samples were collected within the
lowland equatorial tropical rainforest biome at sites scattered across Malay Peninsula of west
Malaysia (around 4°58’N, 117°48’E) and Brunei Darussalam in Borneo (around 4°53’N,
114°72’E). The sampling sites all consist of primary tropical rainforest, dominated by large
dipterocarp trees and have a complex and multi-layered forest structure [43].
The climate in Brunei has a mean annual rainfall exceeding 2300 mm and a tendency for two
slightly drier periods in February/March and July/August, although even these ‘dry’ periods
have rainfall in excess of evapotranspiration [45, 46]. Mean annual temperature is 26.9° C, and
mean monthly temperature varies by less than 1°C during the year.
The three local sites in Malaysia are also reserves of primary old growth rainforest, on terra
firma soils, a true tropical climate (with precipitation exceeding or equaling evaporation in all
months), and peaks in rainfall in March and October. The mean annual temperature in all three
sites is approximately 26.6°C, with only around 0.1°C variation in the monthly mean
temperature during the year. The Meranti site is located at 2°41’N, 102°05’E, and has an annual
precipitation of around 2200 mm. Ayer Hitam Forest Reserve is located at 2°59’N, 101°38’E,
with annual precipitation around 2270 mm. The Port Dickson forest is located in the Tangjun
Tuan reserve (2°30’N, 101°52’E) at Port Dickson about 60 km from Kuala Lumpur. The
Tangjun Tuan site has mean annual rainfall of 1980 mm (with precipitation exceeding or
equaling evaporation in all months) and a mean annual temperature of 26.6°C. The Tangjun
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Tuan forest is developed over a dolomitic limestone hill, although surface soils are acidic due
to leaching of the clay derived from limestone weathering [17].
Polar Sites: Svalbard, Zackenberg and Cambridge Bay.
Svalbard: The high Arctic site in Svalbard, Norway (78°55′N, 11°55’E), is located on a broad 
coastal plain area in north-western Svalbard. The temperature in July is cool (mean temperature
5°C), and mean temperature during February is well below freezing (-14°C). The growing
season starts in late June and is over before the end of August. With mean annual temperature
(MAT) below -0°C, much of Svalbard is underlain by permafrost. Mean annual precipitation
is 300 mm, mostly falling as snow outside the brief summer months [47]. High Arctic tundra
in this area is covered mainly by a mix of polar desert, with almost no vegetation, and sparse
dry high Arctic tundra with incomplete ground cover, interspersed with bare ground, stones and
raised stony frost polygons. We sampled separate local sites three main tundra types scattered
across several kilometers of the coastal plain, selected based on percentage vegetation cover.
Although differing in overall percentage vegetation cover, all had a broadly similar mosaic of
vegetated areas dominated by cushion plants, cyanobacteria or mosses, interspersed with bare
areas. The three tundra types are: 1) ‘high vegetation coverage tundra’ (HV) having around 90-
100% vegetation cover on average, and located several meters above sea level near the
coastline, 2) ‘intermediate vegetation coverage tundra’ (IV), with a vegetation coverage
between 30% and 75%, and located on slightly raised terraces, and 3) ‘low vegetation coverage
tundra’ (LV) having a vegetation cover less than 50% in average, showing more bare patches
and located on well-drained gravelly raised banks and terraces more than several hundred
meters inland [17, 47] .
Zackenberg Valley (74°30’N, 20°30’W). This site a wide lowland valley located in the southern
part of the National Park of North and East Greenland. It is situated in a transition zone between
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the relatively lush and snow-rich southern part of the high Arctic and the more barren and arid
northern part [48]. It is dominated by Quaternary non-calcareous sediments with significant
periglacial activity and continuous permafrost, with a mean annual temperature of -9.1°C
(measured between 1997 and 2005). The maximum monthly mean temperature is 5.8°C in July,
and the minimum monthly mean is -20.2°C in January [49]. The mean annual precipitation is
about 223 mm [50].
Cambridge Bay (69°6’N, 105°8’W) is located on Victoria Island in Nunavut, Canada. The
climate at Cambridge Bay is largely influenced by the geographic position of Victoria Island
and the hydro-climate patterns of the Arctic Ocean. Monthly average temperatures above 0°C
occur in June through August, when rainfall is the highest, peaking at more than 30 mm. The
monthly temperature varies from -33.50°C in February to 8.35°C in July between 1950 and
2010, with an annual average of -14.58°C [51].
2.2. Soil sampling and DNA extraction
Tropical sites. Tropical soils were taken from the different localities described above, in
Malaysia and Brunei (Table S2). For each individual sample, a randomly located 10 m x 10 m
square was marked out within the forest. The top 5 cm of soil was collected as a 10 cm diameter
cylinder from the four corners and center of each quadrat. After gently removing the surface
moss, leaves and stones, soil was placed in a sterile plastic bag. The combined soil, amounting
to c. 500 g, was then gently mixed. Samples from the same site/local site were taken at least
100 m apart from one another. We report here on nine samples from Malaysia and six samples
from Brunei - reduced from an original ten samples in each due to failure of the metagenome
sequencing in some samples.
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High Arctic site sampling. Twelve samples are included here from Svalbard, three from
Cambridge Bay in Canada and two from Zackenberg in Greenland (Table S2). Soil samples
were collected in exactly the same way as with the tropical sites. At Zackenberg three samples
were originally taken, but one failed in sequencing.
In each case (both tropical and Arctic samples), the collected soil samples were homogenized
by sieving using a 2 mm sieve and stored at -20°C until DNA extraction [43]. Then, at the
laboratory, we carried out four extractions from each sample consisting of 0.25-0.3 g air dried
weight of soil to ensure sufficient DNA in every case, using MoBio Power Soil DNA extraction
kit (MoBio Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA), following the manufacturer's instructions.
2.3. Soil chemical analyses
Soil chemical parameters including pH, total carbon, total nitrogen and available phosphorous
were measured for each sample at the National Instrumentation Center for Environmental
Management (NICEM, South Korea) based on the standard protocol of the Soil Science Society
of America (SSSA). We conducted the chemical analysis for all samples except for the samples
collected from Greenland and Canada. The chemical data for those samples are not currently
available due to the necessary analyses not yet having been carried out by the research teams
who provided the DNA samples.
2.4. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing and data processing
DNA samples were sequenced for whole metagenome at Celemics (Celemics, Inc., Seoul,
Korea) using Illumina HiSeq2000 platform (2×150 bp) (Illumina, Inc.). DNA library for
metagenome analyses was prepared following the Illumina HiSeq DNA library preparation
protocol.
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The Metagenomics Rapid Annotation (MG-RAST) pipeline was used to annotate the
unassembled DNA sequences [52]. The taxonomic and functional profiles were assessed using
RefSeq and Subsystems databases. Sequences having ≥5% bp with ≤10 phred scores were 
filtered out before bioinformatics analyses. Raw unassembled reads were annotated in MG-
RAST using Hierarchical Classification subsystems with a maximum e-value cutoff of 10-5, a
minimum percent identity cutoff of 60% and a minimum alignment length cutoff of 15.These
profiles were then normalized for differences in sequencing coverage by calculating percent
distribution, prior to downstream statistical analysis.
2.5. Statistical analyses
We used a t-test for normal data and Wilcoxon-rank sum test for non-normal data in R software
package 2.15.2 to test whether the relative abundances of taxonomical groups or functional
gene categories were significantly different between samples in different equatorial tropical
and polar sites.
To assess whether soil microbial community composition clustered according to different sites,
we performed a non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plot of taxonomy (ReSeq
taxonomic profile at class level) and function (Subsystems at function level 3) using the
‘metaMDS’ function in the Vegan package of R [53]. Then, we used the ‘envfit’ function in
package Vegan in R version 3.0.1. to test if community composition was structured in relation
to any of the environmental variables measured.
We calculated Shannon index from matrices of taxonomic and functional richness, respectively
to estimate the taxonomic and functional alpha-diversity. The deepest assignments of RefSeq
taxonomy (species Level) and Subsystems function (at MG-RAST Level 3) were used to
calculate the alpha-diversity, as the concept of diversity is based on species level.
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To understand the relationships between the soil microbial community taxonomy and functions,
we performed network analysis. To make a clear interpretation of the microbial connectivity
and decrease the complexity of the networks, we chose higher taxonomic level (class level)
and higher level functional classification (level 1). As only two of our sample sets – Brunei and
Svalbard – could provide five replicates per local site (as required for the connectedness
analysis) we only compared these two sets for connectedness. Furthermore, the computation of
correlation at higher levels of classification avoids ecological signals and artifacts that may
occur due to inaccurate assignment on lower levels [41]. All possible Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficients were calculated and only correlations with r > 0.9 and P < 0.01 were
selected to reduce the network complexity. The network topology was described based on set
of measures, average clustering coefficients, average path length and modularity. The
interactive platform Gephi was used to explore and visualize the structure of network. We
generated 1000 random networks of equal size (same number of nodes and edges) as each of
the original networks and compared their topological properties with the observed network to
determine that the generated networks are not random. This analysis was performed using the
‘erdos.renyi.game’ function of the ‘igraph’ R package.
The shotgun metagenomic sequence data used in this study are deposited in the MG-RAST
server under project ID 17194 (http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?project=17194),
project ID 10310 (http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?project=10310), project ID 10865
(http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?project=10865) and project ID 18555
(http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?project=18555).
3. Results
3.1. Taxonomy and dominant microbial taxa
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After quality control, a total of 97 million sequences remained from 32 samples (Table S2).
Out of these, a total of 34–50% of the sequences were annotated as protein using E < 1×10− 5,
and 15-bp minimum alignment length on MG-RAST server.
In both the equatorial tropical rainforest and high Arctic tundra, most of the shotgun
metagenomic reads belonged to bacteria, comprising on average 97.5% of the total hits to the
RefSeq database followed by eukaryotes (1.5%), archaea (1%) and less than 0.1% for viruses.
The relative abundance of these detected groups was significantly different between the two
biomes, with equatorial rainforests having slightly higher abundance of bacteria (w = 29, P <
0.001) and lower abundance of archaea (w = 238, P < 0.001) compared to the polar sites.
Proteobacteria was the most dominant bacterial phylum among the metagenomic sequence data
with an average percentage of 47%, followed by Actinobacteria (24%), Acidobacteria (5%),
Firmicutes (5.5%), and then Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria, Chloroflexi and Planctomycetes
each with less than 3% (Fig. 1). The relative abundance of these most abundant bacterial phyla
differed significantly between equatorial tropical sites and high Arctic sites (All P < 0.05), with
tropical samples having greater relative abundance of Proteobacteria and Acidobacteria
compared to polar soil samples (Table 1). At the family level, the most dominant bacterial
families were significantly more abundant in tropical soils compared to high Arctic soils (Table
S3). The most common archaeal families did not differ between polar and tropical sites except
for except for Halobacteriacea that was significantly greater in high Arctic soils (w = 239, P <
0.001), whereas, the families Sulfolobaceae, Methanobacteriacea, Methanocaldococcoceae and
Thermoplasmataceae were significantly greater in tropical sites than high Arctic sites (Table
S3). The relative abundance of different fungal phyla did not differ between the two biomes (P
> 0.05). Similarly, the most dominant families belonging to eukaryotes and viruses did not
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show any difference between the two latitudes, except for few families representing a very low
percentage relative abundance (Table S3).
3.2. Dominant functional genes
Using the Subsystems data base [54], we analyzed the functional profile of the shotgun
metagenomic sequences to test our hypotheses/predictions on the latitudinal difference in soil
microbial community and functions between the equatorial tropics and high Arctic tundra.
Subsystems data base is a set of functional roles or a group of genes acting together in a
biological process (e.g. in a metabolic pathway). These functions are grouped into four
subsystem categories (Subsystem level 1- highest level, Subsystem level 2- intermediate level,
Subsystem level 3- similar to a KEGG pathway, and Subsystem level 4- actual functional
assignment to the feature in question KEGG Orthologs). The Subsystems technology connects
these functional roles to specific genes in specific genomes. It includes assertions of functions
for over 500,000 protein-encoding genes in over 500 bacterial and archaeal genomes relating
to over 6,200 functional roles [55]. 28 functional gene categories (Subsystems level 1) were
found in our samples. Most of the detected functional gene categories differed significantly in
abundance between equatorial and polar soils, except for genes related to fatty acids, cofactors,
vitamins, prosthetic groups and pigments, genes related to cell division and cell cycling, and
genes related to phosphorous, sulfur and secondary metabolisms, genes related to nucleosides
and stress response genes (Table 2). Gene categories that were significantly more abundant in
polar sites than in the equatorial samples were related to dormancy, DNA metabolism, phages,
prophages, plasmids and transposable elements, regulation and cell signaling, etc. Although
CRISPR genes were at low abundance in our samples (representing around 0.01% of total
sequences), their abundance was significantly different between the two biomes (w = 237, P <
0.001), with polar soils having significantly greater abundance than tropical sites (Fig. S2).
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However, functional genes related to metabolism of aromatic compounds and respiration were
significantly more abundant in the tropics than the polar soils (Fig. 2).
3.3. Microbial community composition
The overall soil microbial community composition, based on Bray-Curtis similarity revealed a
significant difference between the polar and tropical sites. Soils from each site harbored
communities that clustered apart from each other when community differences were measured
based on either taxonomy (RefSeq taxonomic profile at class level: ANOSIM Global R = 0.57,
P = 0.001) or function (Subsystems function level 3 of functional profile: ANOSIM Global R
= 0.44, P = 0.001) of shotgun metagenomic sequences, with both metrics having approximately
similar patterns (Fig. 3). The ‘envfit’ function in R showed that the measured soil parameters
including soil pH, carbon content and nitrogen content significantly explained a proportion of
the community composition for both taxonomy and functions and were a structural factor in
soil microbial community composition (Fig. S3).
The measured soil parameters were significantly different among different polar and tropical
sites except for soil total carbon (w = 70.5, P = 0.50), with higher pH (w = 168, P < 0.001) was
found in Svalbard high Arctic tundra soils. However, total nitrogen (w = 35, P = 0.012) and
available phosphorous (w = 37, P = 0.014) were significantly lower in the analysed Svalbard
high Arctic soils compared to tropical soils (Fig. S4).
3.4. Microbial community diversity
Our results showed that the alpha-diversity of taxonomic groups and total functional diversity
using Shannon diversity differed between high Arctic tundra and tropical samples. Contrary to
our hypothesis, Arctic tundra had significantly higher taxonomic diversity (at species level)
and functional diversity (at function level) than tropical soils with w = 96, P < 0.001 (Fig. 4).
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Shannon index revealed the same trend for both taxonomic and functional diversities of
bacteria (w = 96, P < 0.001) and eukaryotes (w = 88, P = 0.001), with higher species diversity
was observed in high Arctic tundra. However, archaea, viruses and fungi did not show any
significant difference in diversity between the two latitudes (Fig. S5).
3.5. Relationship between microbial taxonomy and function
We conducted a correlation-based network analysis to study the relationship between the
taxonomy and functions of the shotgun metagenomic sequences between only two locations
that individually had sufficient numbers of replicate samples: the high Arctic tundra of Svalbard,
and tropical rainforest of Brunei.
In the connectivity analysis, based on strong significant positive correlations (r > 0.90 and P <
0.05), Brunei rainforest samples had slightly higher positive correlations than Svalbard high
Arctic tundra, with respectively 35 nodes and 137 edges in tropical rainforest and 50 nodes and
104 edges in Arctic tundra (Table 3, Fig. 5). The microbial taxa presenting the highest number
of positive correlations with other taxonomic and functional groups belonged to Thermotogae
in tropical rainforest and Cytophagia in high Arctic tundra, and they were among the less
abundant taxa in our samples (Table 3).
4. Discussion
Overall comparison of taxonomic and functional structure. The tropical and Arctic sites fell
into two distinct clusters on the NMDS, which suggests that overall there is a consistent ‘high
Arctic’ metagenome that is distinct from a ‘tropical rainforest’ metagenome. This is true for
both the taxonomic (Fig. 4a) and functional (Fig. 4b) composition. When abundances of
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particular gene categories are compared by site as well as region, it is also clear that these
patterns are consistent (Fig. S6).
At the very broadest level of taxonomic composition, the equatorial tropical and high Arctic
metagenomes were similar. Bacterial DNA sequences were overwhelmingly the most abundant
in the metagenomes (about 98% of identifiable reads), followed by eukaryote, archaeal and
virus sequences. Relative abundances of each major kingdom were similar in both biomes,
despite the major differences in climate and overall ecosystem structure.
It is clear from their MG-RAST classifications that in both the equatorial tropics and High
Arctic, most of the genes discussed here are of bacterial origin. The proportion of detected
fungal genome material is very low, which is actually standard in studies of the upper mineral
soil [18, 56]. The low abundance of fungi in metagenomes is surprising to most who study soil
biology, and the importance of fungi in soil processes seems to outstrip their low abundance.
In environmental DNA studies, fungi are generally much more abundant in the leaf litter layer
than in soil [57]. It is interesting that despite the large differences in climate, vegetation
coverage types and various aspects of the soils, the relative abundance of bacteria, eukaryotes,
archaea, etc. (as deduced from DNA reads) is nearly constant between the tropical and high
arctic zones we studied here. This implies a basic similarity in functional structure of these two
sets of soils, despite their very different environments, and begs the question of whether all or
nearly all the world’s soils might have the same relative abundances of these various kingdoms
of life.
Functional analysis of the metagenomes using the MG-RAST database reveals many
differences between the relative abundances of genes in the equatorial tropical and polar
samples. Certain hypotheses turn out to be as predicted based on general theory of how tropical
and high latitude ecosystems and community processes may be expected to differ. In other
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cases, there is either no difference, or the difference is opposite to what was predicted (See
Table 4):
In terms of representation of bacterial groups, the Arctic samples differed from the tropical
sites mainly in greater abundances of Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria and especially
Deinococci. Amongst the factors causing the very different community in the Arctic, the lack
of a covering canopy of plants would explain the importance of Cyanobacteria, which are
important primary producers in the high Arctic tundra. The much greater abundance of
Deinococci may be explained in terms of the continuous exposure to solar radiation under
cloudless skies in the summer months, and the frequent freeze-drying of the surface – both
factors that tend to select for Deinococci [58, 59]. The high Arctic samples, despite their scatter
on the ordination, were distinct from tropical samples (Fig. 3), suggesting that the difference
in the environment is so extreme that a relatively distinct taxonomic composition results.
With respect to the various hypotheses regarding the differences in functional metagenome
structure, there is a decidedly mixed picture relative to what was expected:
1) Greater diversity of taxa and gene functions in the tropics. We expected to find higher alpha
diversity of both taxa and gene functions in tropical equatorial forest than in high Arctic tundra.
In fact, we found greater microbial diversity - based on both taxa and gene functions - in high
Arctic sites compared to tropical sites.
We hypothesized that there would be a latitudinal difference in taxonomic alpha diversity
between high Arctic and tropical environments, with microbial diversity being lower in the
high Arctic. There was, surprisingly, a higher diversity in the high Arctic samples compared to
the tropical ones. Our study of soil nematodes on some of the same locations found no
difference in alpha-diversity of nematodes between Svalbard and the tropics [17]. In another
study that took a biogeographic approach, with amplicon samples scattered across the Americas
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(though with very few samples from either equatorial or polar environments), Fierer and
Jackson [60] found that soil bacterial community showed no latitudinal diversity trend. It
appears that unlike the striking diversity differences for macroorganisms - with much higher
tropical diversity seen for plants and insects, for example - microbes do not show the classic
latitudinal trend. The Shannon diversity difference is quite large, around 1.3 units, comparable
with but opposite to the Shannon diversity index difference for tropical vs temperate trees,
which is usually 1 – 2 units [61-65].
There were also striking Arctic-tropical differences in broad taxonomic composition, with the
total soil communities clustering separately on an NMDS (Fig. S3). This might be due to factors
directly related to climate or soil parameters such as organic matter content, total nitrogen
content or pH. For instance, soils from the Svalbard sites contained lower abundances of
Acidobacteria, as expected due to their higher pH compared to tropical soils (Fig. 2 and Fig.
S4), since Acidobacteria are strongly associated with low pH soils [66, 67] (the other two
Arctic sites have no available pH data, but also contain similarly low abundances of
Acidobacteria).
Our results challenge a longstanding theory in ecology that biodiversity generally decreases
towards polar regions [68, 69], and contrast a conclusion from the Fierer et al. [19] study, that
microbial diversity in polar desert is lower than in other biomes. These findings are consistent
with the study of Neufeld and Mohn [70], who reported unexpectedly higher bacterial diversity
in high Arctic tundra compared to boreal forest soils. The relationship between bacterial
diversity and pH is well established [71], and it may be that soil chemical parameters rather
than direct climate effects overwhelm any other patterns on a global scale, even when polar
and equatorial regions are being compared. Another reason for greater microbial diversity in
the high Arctic may be due to the soil organisms having lower metabolic activity and thus less
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active competition, with less ecological filtering of functional traits. Arctic soils tend to have
relatively slow recycling of nutrients as well as lower mean temperature, leading to longer
annual periods of low metabolic activity of microorganisms [72, 73].
2) Genes for dormancy/sporulation more common in the high Arctic. Here the result conforms
to our expectations based on ‘classical’ ecological theory: dormancy genes were more common
in the Arctic samples than in the tropical samples. It may be that the instability in temperatures
in the high Arctic requires frequent dormancy to escape the environmental conditions inimical
to growth and survival. A major selection factor for dormancy genes in soil organisms may be
periods of local nutrient depletion, perhaps on the microscopic spatial scale of an individual
grain of soil [74], and that this may overwhelm any effects relating to differences in climate.
3) Stress response genes more common in the high Arctic. Contrary to our expectations, stress
response genes were no more common in the high Arctic sites than in the equatorial tropics. It
appears that a priori expectations about how much ‘stress’ soil biota is exposed to may not be
accurate. At least if there is more stress in the high Arctic, the genes that are needed are not
those identified by MG-RAST. It is possible that even in the tropical environment, very small
scale ‘stressful’ environments – for example from osmotic stress related to release of nutrients
or very short term and localized changes in water content – dominate bacterial ecology much
more than broad climate [75, 76]. Again, this calls into question the view that polar
environments are more ‘stressful’ over the lifetime and on spatial scale of microbial cells,
compared to tropical environments.
4) Genes associated with replication and cell division more common in the equatorial tropics.
In contrast to our predictions, relative abundance of genes associated with cell division did not
differ between the high Arctic and tropical sites. Our results parallel those of Fierer et al. [19],
who (in a more limited set of samples) found higher abundance of genes associated with cell
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division and cell cycle in polar desert soils than non-desert soils. This difference may be related
to the extreme environmental conditions in the high Arctic, leading to higher abundance of the
products of these core genes to facilitate the genomic stability in microbial communities. It is
important, however, to bear in mind that differences in abundance of ‘core’ genes such as these
– dealing with functions likely to be present in all cells – might have more to do with changes
in abundance of other types of genes. Since the genes in metagenomes here are compared in
terms of relative rather than absolute abundances, decreased abundance of one gene category
(e.g. secondary compound metabolism) would automatically tend to produce an increased
relative abundance of other categories, such as these core genes for cell replication and division
– even though the increase in core genes might have no direct basis in terms of functional
selection.
5) Genes associated with viruses and anti-virus defenses more common in the equatorial
tropics. In contrast to our hypothesis, the results showed significantly greater relative
abundance of virus and virus-like elements in the polar soils compared to the tropical sites.
Likewise, CRISPR elements (an anti-viral defense) were significantly more abundant in the
polar soils. It appears that the assumption of greater disease pressure in the tropics may be
incorrect. However, it is difficult to gauge whether the levels of virus abundance seen in our
samples reflect long term means, or temporary fluctuations in viral populations. It is possible
that viruses could show large abundance fluctuations during the growing season, analogous to
the herbivorous insect or mammalian herbivore outbreaks that can occur in temperate and
boreal forests [77].
6) Genes associated with metabolism of aromatic compounds more common in the equatorial
tropics. As predicted, these genes are relatively more common in the tropical sites, which may
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reflect the much higher levels of vascular plant biomass – the main source of carbon in most
soils and especially tropical soils [78] - together with the lignin and aromatic secondary
compounds that they bring to the soil.
7) Genes associated with secondary metabolism more abundant in the equatorial tropics.
Contrary to our prediction, genes associated with secondary metabolism did not vary in relative
abundance between polar and tropical sites. While it is plausible that the quantity and diversity
of secondary compounds in a tropical forest would greatly exceed those in a sparsely vegetated
polar ecosystem with few plant species, recent studies found apparently analogous results -
suggesting that there is no overall difference in secondary compound categories and abundance
in leaves between boreal, temperate and tropical environments [6, 79]. There have been no
studies which compared the output and diversity of secondary compounds produced by soil
microbes from polar and equatorial regions.
8) There will be greater abundance of genes associated with respiration in the tropics. These
results conform to our expectations, with respiration-related genes more common in the tropical
sites. Previous studies showed that soil respiration and microbial growth rate are greater in
warmer climates [38, 80, 81]. However although this could simply be achieved by the same
enzymes working faster in warmer temperatures, it is possible that respiration-related genes are
present in greater copy numbers in warmer conditions to enable cells to take advantage of the
conditions.
Although there have been no previous studies which explicitly compared the functionality of
soils at the high Arctic and equatorial tropical extremes, certain general comparisons are
possible. Previous studies [38, 80] have shown that soil respiration and microbial growth rates
are higher in the equatorial tropics compared to colder climates. The stable environmental
conditions of the tropics – constant warm temperature and available soil moisture content -
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favour greater plant growth which is the main source of carbon in tropical soils [35]. The higher
metabolic rate in the tropics combines with greater rates of supply of plant litter to give much
more rapid overall decomposition rates in the tropics than the high Arctic. In Arctic ecosystems,
slow litter decomposition and soil organic matter turnover result in low rates of nutrient supply
to plant roots, decreasing nutrient cycling and further decreasing plant growth in cold climates
[82].
9) Antibiotic resistance genes more common in the tropics. We hypothesized that antibiotic
production by soil biota would be more common - and ecologically more important - in tropical
soils, and there would be correspondingly greater selection pressure for resistance to antibiotics,
conferred by genes that alter the target site or help to eliminate the antibiotic from cells.
Contrary to our expectations, in our samples, antibiotic resistance genes appear to be no more
common in the polar arctic sites than in the equatorial tropics. It appears that the types of
interference competition that involve antibiotics are as important in polar environments as in
the tropics.
10) There will be greater abundance of genes associated with virulence/disease and defense in
the tropics. Contrary to our hypothesis, the high Arctic sites had a greater abundance of these
genes involved in cell-cell interactions than the tropical sites. This contrasts with the
conclusions of Møller [83], who suggests that the defensive interactions that these genes are
used for in soil are stronger/more frequent in the equatorial tropics than in polar regions. It is
possible, perhaps, that the cell-cell interactions that these genes govern are involved in more
abundant and intricate mutualisms in high Arctic soils – made necessary by the physiological
challenges of the high Arctic environment.
11) Greater connectedness in the tropics. We predicted that the soil biota of tropical rainforest
would have greater number of correlations and greater network complexity due to the stable
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climate and lack of environmental stress in the equatorial tropics [35], resulting in more
specialized biotic interactions [42]. As mentioned in Methodology, due to differences in sample
numbers per site, we used only one tropical site and one Arctic site: Brunei as representative
of the tropics and Svalbard for the high Arctic. We did not include the other sampling sites in
this analysis as they had fewer than five samples each. Our results indicated that the Brunei
tropical rainforest soils do have higher network complexity than Svalbard high Arctic soils (Fig.
5). Thus, our hypothesis is supported. However, while the difference is statistically significant,
it is not very large (Table 3).
Connectedness in the soil biota has been shown to increase during succession [84, 85],
suggesting that in some ways our Arctic system is more like an early successional state in terms
of the intricacy and tightness of its connections - even though both the Arctic and tropical
systems we compared were clearly mature, late successional systems, at least on the overall
site scale. It is intriguing that these differences may exist spatially, as well as temporally, and
this deserves further investigation. In the case of the Arctic, it is possible that more generalized
behavior in terms of mutualists or antagonists is driven by the far more variable climatic
conditions. The relatively slow supply of primary and secondary production relative to the rate
of micro-disturbances such as frost heave might also be regarded as keeping the system in a
state that resembles a permanent secondary succession.
It is important to note that there are differences in average soil parameters between our Arctic
and tropical samples. For example, pH is higher and organic matter content is much lower in
the Arctic samples. It is possible that the contrast in soil chemistry, rather than climate,
produces the patterns seen here and if we were to compare samples with soil chemistry that
was similar, these patterns might be very different. However, soil chemistry itself is a product
of climate and our samples are broadly representative of high Arctic and equatorial tropical
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soils in terms of pH [86-88]. Thus, it is difficult and perhaps meaningless to disentangle the
direct role of climate, and the indirect role of climate acting through soil chemistry.
5. Conclusions
From the ‘classical’ viewpoint of the equatorial tropics as represented in our hypotheses, with
much more intense biotic interaction compared to the poles, the picture we have found here in
the metagenomes is decidedly mixed. In terms of this classical paradigm, around half of our
hypotheses for how the soil metagenomes of equatorial tropical and polar environments should
differ, actually turned out to be supported (Table 4). However, in many instances the expected
difference between tropical and polar soil biota was not found, and in other instances the polar-
to-tropical difference was the opposite of what we had predicted (Table 4). This adds an
intriguing new perspective on how ecological and evolutionary processes vary around the
world. It appears, for example, that the intensity of biotic interaction by various measures (e.g.
cell-cell interaction genes, antibiotic resistance genes, viruses and anti-virus defenses) is no
greater in the tropics than the high Arctic. The degree of connectedness, while slightly greater
in the tropics, is not strikingly different. It appears that, considering all these aspects together,
the polar soil ecosystem is roughly as complex, intricate and as interconnected as the tropical
one. The implications for ecosystem resilience should be considered. Does this mean, for
example, that tropical soil ecosystems are likely to be any different in terms of resilience from
arctic ones? If they indeed they do differ in resilience, by what other mechanisms can we
explain this?
In the broadest context, our findings add more material towards an ongoing reassessment of
the differences between tropical and higher latitude community and ecosystem processes [34].
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The ecological patterns predicted for larger organisms (e.g. herbivory, plant defenses,
coloration) are in some doubt, and we find here the soil microbial world shows only a rather
mixed degree of agreement with the classical expectations, depending on which aspects of the
soil metagenomes one focuses on.
It is necessary to bear in mind that, as there have been almost no previous attempts to translate
the theory of tropical biology and latitudinal differences to the world of soil metagenomes
(Fierer et al. [89] being the only possible exception, although they focused less on effects of
latitude and more on other inter-biome differences) we were forced to make ad hoc judgments
as to what patterns of gene function would be expected. It is possible that with further
discussion and thought, the hypotheses might be different. We also limited ourselves here to
comparing the extremes, the ‘end points’ of the latitudinal gradient, in the hope that they might
reveal most clearly whatever patterns exist.
Our findings here may help to bring insights into the workings and unifying principles of
community and ecosystem ecology, with both intellectual and practical benefits. There is also
a need to critically examine in detail the chemical processes occurring within the soil
community (including experimental approaches to study these) [90-92] that may underlie the
patterns we find here, and to further consider their implications.
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Table1 Comparison of relative abundance of the dominant phyla detected in the shotgun
matagenomic sequencesa.
Table 2 Relative abundance (means±SD) of functional gene categories at subsystem level 1
(Subsystems database) in different tropical and polar sitesa.
Table 3 Characteristics of network correlations of microbial communities in Brunei and
Svalbard sites.
Table 4 Summary of our predictions and our findings.
Figure legends
Fig. 1 Relative abundance of microbial groups observed in shotgun metagenomic sequences in
different tropical and polar sites.
Fig. 2 Relative abundance of the most abundant phyla observed in shotgun metagenomic
sequences in different tropical and polar sites.
Fig. 3 Functional abundance of soil microbial communities observed at different tropical and
polar sites.
Fig. 4 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination based on Bray-Curtis distance
of microbial community composition of (a) RefSeq taxonomic profile at class level and (b)
Subsystems functional profile at subsystem level 3 of shotgun metagenomic sequences from
samples of different high Arctic and tropical sites.
Fig. 5 Taxonomic and functional microbial diversity of soil microbial communities in Svalbard
soils, and Brunei and Port Dickson Malaysian soils based on Shannon index.
Fig. 6 Network interactions of soil microbial communities in (a) tropical forest (Brunei) and
(b) high Arctic tundra (Svalbard) based on correlation analysis of RefSeq taxonomic profile at
class level (red nodes) and Subsystems functional profile at subsystem level 1 (blue nodes).
Each edge stands for strong (Spearman’s r > 0.9) and significant (P < 0.01) correlations. The
size of each node is proportional to the number of connections.
Supplementary Online Material
Table S1 Guide to sample sites classification.
Table S2 Total number of base pairs, sequencing reads, predicted protein features, and
sequences assigned to different taxa.
Table S3 Variation of relative abundance of the dominant families of bacteria, archaea,
eukaryote and viruses in shotgun metagenomic sequences in different tropical and polar sites.
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Fig. S1 Soil sample locations across different tropical and polar sites.
Fig. S2 Relative abundance of CRISPRs genes among different tropical and polar sites.
Fig. S3 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination based on Bray-Curtis
distance of microbial community composition of (a) RefSeq taxonomic profile at class level
and (b) Subsystems functional profile at subsystem level 3 of shotgun metagenomic sequences
from Svalbard high Arctic and Brunei tropical. A vector overlay of the significantly correlated
environmental variables is shown on the plot.
Fig. S4 Variation of soil pH, total carbon, total nitrogen and available phosphorous among
different tropical samples and high Arctic samples.
Fig. S5 Taxonomic microbial diversity of soil microbial families in in Svalbard soils, and
Brunei and Port Dickson Malaysian soils based on Shannon index.
Fig. S6 Variations of genes’ relative abundances across different sites in tropical and polar
study areas.
